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I don't want to include the or URLs since they are a different websites. A: This doesn't actually answer your question, but it
might help you out. It looks like you're trying to find an answer to this question: “How do I find the subdomain of a particular
link?”. In.NET, there is a built-in function that does just that called GetLeftPartOnly(). It's a LINQ extension method that will
take the URI of a link, look for the protocol, and strip off the rest of the path up to the domain and let you pick the subdomain
from that. For instance, if I had a link like: I could select the subdomain from this like so: var subdomain =
"www.example.com"; var path = HttpUtility.GetLeftPart(uri.Path); var pathWithSubdomain = subdomain.Replace(".", ""); If I
wanted to select the subdomain from the hostname as well as the URL, I could do the following: var subdomain =
"www.example.com"; var hostname = "www.example.com"; var path = HttpUtility.GetLeftPart(uri.Path); var
pathWithSubdomain = subdomain.Replace(".", ""); var hostWithSubdomain = hostname.Replace(".", ""); var
pathWithHostAndSubdomain = hostWithSubdomain + pathWithSubdomain; A couple things to note: If the user manually enters
the entire URL in a browser, the GetLeftPart() method will not be able to distinguish that from a link on your site because it will
look the same to the browser. As mentioned in the comments, if the path is not in the form that GetLeftPart() is expecting, it
will throw an exception. Edit: The URL that I specified is a static string, but this could be replaced with a more dynamic string
that you can build up to get the information you need. Q: How to set AngularJS to look for one CSS file instead of all I have two
stylesheets on my page - one external and one internal. The external style is loaded first, and if that
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